Introduction
The Maximum Common Substructure (MCS) has received much, and considerable
Graph Similarity
A database search can be effected by employing The Maximum Common Substructure (MCS) has received much, and considerable progress has been made in improving algorithm efficiency recently. However, its use in similarity-based virtual screening has not been studied well, and it is thus unknown A database search can be effected by employing hyperstructure built from known actives, against each of the molecules in a dataset. Similarity calculations between the reference and dataset molecules rely on the similarity-based virtual screening has not been studied well, and it is thus unknown how it compares to conventional fingerprint searching.
This poster investigates two MCS-based techniques -MCS group fusion, and Similarity calculations between the reference and dataset molecules rely on the dMCES between the two molecular graphs. The study for hyperstructure similarity: This poster investigates two MCS-based techniques -MCS group fusion, and hyperstructure 1 The Tversky coefficient was used in this study precisely because of the potential to
Generally the dMCES yields more edges and in this example is chemically more
The Tversky coefficient was used in this study precisely because of the potential to bias a search towards substructure similarity, relying on the assumption that a hyperstructure will have a much larger number of bonds than the majority of database Generally the dMCES yields more edges and in this example is chemically more meaningful, thus has been used in this work.
hyperstructure will have a much larger number of bonds than the majority of database structures. From internal tests, we have found that a
Hyperstructure Construction 5. Search Methodology
In this study, the MDDR (11 activity classes), In this study, the MDDR (11 activity classes), MUV (17 activity classes) datasets were used. For a similarity search, 10 compounds were selected based on the MaxMin diversity selection algorithm were selected based on the MaxMin diversity selection algorithm fingerprints used for diversity selection. These compounds are then subject to one of three search methods: three search methods:
•Hyperstructure construction and searching, using 
Relative performance in Virtual Screening
The bar charts below for MDDR, MUV and WOMBAT show the mean values A database search can be effected by employing a reference molecule, or a built from known actives, against each of the molecules in a dataset. Similarity calculations between the reference and dataset molecules rely on the The bar charts below for MDDR, MUV and WOMBAT show the mean values across activity classes for three performance measures:
•BEDROC statistic 2 (BEDROC α = 32.2) -a measure of active compound recall. Similarity calculations between the reference and dataset molecules rely on the between the two molecular graphs. The Tversky coefficient is used in this coefficient was used in this study precisely because of the potential to bias a search towards substructure similarity, relying on the assumption that a will have a much larger number of bonds than the majority of database will have a much larger number of bonds than the majority of database structures. From internal tests, we have found that a β of 0.9 gives the best recall.
(11 activity classes), WOMBAT (14 activity classes) and (11 activity classes), WOMBAT (14 activity classes) and (17 activity classes) datasets were used. For a similarity search, 10 compounds diversity selection algorithm 5 , with ECFP_6 diversity selection algorithm 5 , with ECFP_6 fingerprints used for diversity selection. These compounds are then subject to one of construction and searching, using Tversky coefficient coefficient (MAX rule on ranks) coefficient (MAX rule on ranks) Tanimoto coefficient (MAX rule on ranks)
Conclusions
It was also of interest to investigate data fusion of fingerprints, MCS and , thus all three methods were fused. A summary of method names
Fingerprints significantly outperform MCS fusion and hyperstructure searches in terms of recall, although hyperstructure searches retrieve a greater diversity of , thus all three methods were fused. A summary of method names (including fusion types) are described in the table below:
in terms of recall, although hyperstructure searches retrieve a greater diversity of frameworks. Fusions of MCS, hyperstructures and fingerprints yield compromises between diversity and recall. The only fusion method that generally isn't similarity with MAX fusion applied to the similarity scores similarity using Tversky coefficient with a β of 0.9 between diversity and recall. The only fusion method that generally isn't significantly worse than fingerprints for active compound recall is FPMAX MCSMAX. FPMAX HS90 is of potential interest, as despite its (mildly) significant drop in similarity using Tversky coefficient with a β of 0.9 hyperstructure similarity, out of all the values of β used similarity with MAX fusion applied to the similarity scores FPMAX HS90 is of potential interest, as despite its (mildly) significant drop in BEDROC, its framework diversity is superior to fingerprints and thus has a potential for finding novel scaffolds. Possible ideas include frequency weighting of bonds, based on the degree of overlap in the input molecules; alternative representation of atoms (such as pharmacophoretype features); or using an alternative mapping method to the MCES.
